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Surrender Into Relaxation
Meet the newest introduction to the Perfect Chair® collection, the PC-8500.
With its unprecedented range of motion, it provides more recline positions than any other chair. Like all of our
Perfect Chair recliners, the PC-8500 has a smooth power recline transcending you into the precise doctorrecommended neutral posture position we call ZeroG®. The breakthrough feature unique to the PC-8500 is
the PROZero™ mode that reclines you into a deeper relaxation position beyond ZeroG, improving circulation
and relieving muscle tension, soreness and fatigue. Only the precision-crafted PC-8500 takes wellness and
comfort to the next degree to further ease pressure off the spine and elevate your legs to a higher level.
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FEATURES:

One touch
Go to Zero® button

Adjustable
Neck Pillow

• A precise zero-gravity experience through
Human Touch ZeroG Technology

Built-In Ergonomic
Control Panel

• Dual motor for independent back and
leg rest adjustment

Memory Foam
Armrests

• One-touch zero-gravity (Go To Zero)
Folding Leg rest

• Built-in ergonomic control panel with
2 personal memory settings
• Battery back-up to safely restore chair
upright in a power outage

ARTICULATING
HEADREST
Luxurious Upholstery
Power Recline
Dual Motor for Independent
Back and Leg Rest Adjustment

Molded Contour
Lumbar Support

Performance Tweed
Protected

Matching upholstered base

Performance
Tweed

Pepper

PC-8500-100-001

PROZero Mode

Flax

PC-8500-100-003

45”

Oscuro

PC-8500-100-006

Barista

PC-8500-100-007

Sabbia

PC-8500-100-008

35”

29”

DIMENSIONS

Top-Grain Leather

3-Year Limited Warranty

41”

35”

62”

Real Zero-Gravity

Only the precision-crafted PC-8500 takes wellness and comfort to the next degree to
further ease pressure off the spine in zero-gravity. The PC-8500’s unique PROZero™ mode
elevates the feet above the head to improve circulation with an extended range of motion
to deliver added benefits.

Zero-Gravity
The neutral-posture position
designed to relieve muscle tension,
improve blood circulation, and
Zero-Gravity
decompress the spine.

PROZero Mode

Decompress your spine
PROZero mode

Go beyond zero-gravity to
experience an unprecedented
range of motion of recline and
elevated leg positions.
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Relieve muscle tension
Elevate legs above the heart
to improve circulation
Restore sore muscles
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